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ABSTRACT 

The dynamic behavior of the even parity states of 

molecular hydrogen is examined by Resonance Ionization 

Spectroscopy-Time Of Flight (RIS-TOF} spectroscopy. This is 

the first time that the autoionization and predissociation 

yields of individual s and d Rydberg states are detected 

separately. This is accomplished by first exciting the 

molecular hydrogen to the B(v=O,J} state by tunable narrow 

band VUV radiation. This prepares the molecular hydrogen 

for the next excitation step into the s and d Rydberg series 

using tunable UV radiation. The s and d Rydberg series are 

scanned from high principal quantum numbers (n=28} to well 

above the ionization limit. Then the H+ and H2+ products of 

the processes of autoionization, induced electric field 

ionization and predissociation are monitored separately. 

The dynamics observed are directly detected by the 

separation of the positive atomic and molecular ions. 

The observed Rydberg states produced from an excitation from 

B1~·(v=0,J=2,3} as the initial state are seen for the first 

time. In all cases, we observe the effect of perturbing 

states on the dynamics of the highly excited Rydberg states. 

Some of these perturbing states are being identified for the 

first time. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the advent of molecular spectroscopy, a better 

understanding of molecular dynamics and structure has been 

desired so that various molecular properties could be known. 

These studies are particularly significant in that they 

allow us to improve our perception of chemical dynamics. 

For example, predissociation1 and preionization1 can be 

viewed as •half-reactions• which provide simple dynamical 

systems for study. These processes are due to interstate 

couplings which can either be direct, or mediated by 

couplings through a third perturbing state. The 

perturbation selection rules for these dynamic interactions 

are well known. However, the dynamics of the excited 

states of even the simplest diatomic molecules are still not 

fully understood and the most elementary diatomic molecule, 

molecular hydrogen, still holds some mysteries. 

Molecular hydrogen is the most elementary diatomic 

molecule with a basic moleculer structure such that all of 

its fundamental characteristics can be calculated with 

relatively simple theoretical models. It has an open 

spectral structure such that there are not many spectral 

lines overlapping, this makes the H2 spectra easily analyzed 

yet intricate enough that detailed comparisons of theory to 

experiment can shed light on a number of fundamental 
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processes. H2 has a great variety of rovibrational series 

overlapping in energy, leading to many possible interactions 

which make this molecule particularly interesting. 2 Also, 

molecular hydrogen exhibits all the important 

characteristics of more complex molecules. Thus, a better 

understanding of molecular hydrogen interactions in chemical 

processes, will facilitate an understanding of the dynamics 

of more complex diatomic and polyatomic species. 

In early classical studies 2
-

7 of the spectroscopy of H2 , 

the molecular spectrum was found using either absorption or 

emission spectroscopy of H2 in a gas discharge. In emission 

spectroscopy, resonance lines from the discharge were 

collected and analyzed through spectrographs, whereas in 

absorption spectroscopy photons are absorbed by the medium 

of interest and studied through a spectrograph. Studies by 

Dieke2 and Herzberg et al.LJ-s concentrated on determining 

the structure of the H2 spectrum and finding the spectral 

constants of many of the excited states. The structures 

were not readily separated because absorption bands 

originating from different electronic, rotational and 

vibrational transitions were extended into the same energy 

regions and also because intramolecular interactions caused 

irregularities in the spectra. 2 Later studies concentrated 

on improving the resolution of the absorption spectra so the 

discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical 

dissociation limits could be settled. Also, the ionization 
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energies were calculated using experimental results for the 

identified Rydberg series . 1• 6 

In even the earliest studies, line broadening was 

observed in bands above the ionization limit. This behavior 

was first attributed to autoionization by Beutler and 

Junger. 6 The determination of autoionization as the line 

broadening mechanism was questionable since other decay 

processes, such as predissociation, will also broaden the 

lines of excited states. Extensive studies comparing 

absorption and photoionization through these excited states 

were not carried out until later by Chupka and Berkowitz, 7 

and then by Dehmer and Chupka. 8 These studies were able to 

compare absorption rates to the ionization rates and thus 

determine which dynamic process dominated at the various 

excited states. Unfortunately, these studies lacked the 

high spectral resolution needed to accurately determine the 

spectral line profiles caused by the dynamic mechanisms. 

Further, molecular hydrogen could only be excited from the 

ground state, and therefore only odd parity Rydberg 

series(np) could be studied. This left a need for a better 

experimental procedure to study these processes for both the 

even and odd parity Rydberg series. 

The advent of high resolution tunable dye lasers has 

greatly enhanced the field of molecular spectroscopy, where 

they have become a powerful tool in the study of molecular 

dynamics. Detailed high resolution studies of the dynamic 
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behavior of various Rydberg states of molecular hydrogen are 

now achievable. The singlet np Rydberg series has been 

examined extensively by several groups, and very accurate 

values for the first two ionization limits of H2 are now 

known. 9-
11 Also, the dissociation and ionization byproducts 

of excited state decay in H2 have been thoroughly studied 

for the np singlet and np and nf triplet series. 10- 15 Now 

many aspects of the dynamics are well understood for these 

particular Rydberg series. On the other hand, the decay 

dynamics of the ns and nd Rydberg series have not been 

examined in detail. In a recent study by Rettke and Welge16 

of the singlet ns and nd Rydberg states, the dynamics were 

discussed but the dissociation and ionization products were 

not separately detected. 

The purpose of this study is to directly detect the 

dissociation and ionization byproducts of the singlet ns and 

nd Rydberg series separately, and to study their underlying 

dynamics. This is accomplished by first exciting the 

hydrogen molecule into its lowest stable excited electronic 

state, the B1Iu•-state, with one photon of 110 nm (-11 eV) 

light. The lowest excited electronic state of H2 , the b 3Iu•

state is inaccessible from the ground state because a 

triplet can not be excited from a singlet state due to 

selection rules. The singlet ungerade B-state has been an 

elusive state to excite using conventional laser techniques, 

because its energy lies in the vacuum ultraviolet region 
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(which is designated so because ultraviolet light in this 

region will not propagate through air) . Only fairly 

recently has it been possible to generate tunable coherent 

light in the VUV spectral region. VUV is generated with a 

method that utilizes a rare gas at low pressures to triple 

the frequency of 330 nm laser light, giving light at 110 nm 

that lies in the VUV region of the spectrum. The P(1), 

R(O), R(1), and R(2) transitions from the X-state to the B

state are exploited to prepare the molecule in selected low 

angular momentum states for subsequent excitation to 

energies near the ionization potential. 

The s and d Rydberg series are reached from the B-state 

by tunable UV radiation which is scanned in frequency to 

excite states of high principal quantum numbers both below 

and above the IP. Resonance ionization spectroscopy-Time of 

flight (RIS-TOF) spectroscopy is employed to detect positive 

ions which are produced by either autoionization, 

predissociation or electric field ionization. Using these 

techniques, we can gain direct information on the excited 

state decay dynamics. We investigate the dynamics of a 

number of ns and nd Rydberg states, and identify a number of 

states which perturb the high n Rydberg states. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 

In this section, the theoretical foundations for the 

study of highly excited even parity states of molecular 

hydrogen are given. These highly excited molecules are 

commonly known as Rydberg molecules because one of the 

electrons is highly excited and spends most of its time far 

from the core, so that this electron has minimal interaction 

with the core. Molecular hydrogen may be excited into a 

high lying even parity state by an excitation from an 

intermediate level, the odd parity B-state. The B-state can 

be populated by inducing a dipole transition from the ground 

state using coherent light. 

The excited states that are achieved through these 

dipole transitions are classified by quantum numbers using 

Hund•s case b and d coupling schemes. An explanation of 

these two cases involves a discussion of the difference 

between these two angular momentum coupling schemes which 

may be used to describe the state of the molecule. 

The final Rydberg states achieved by the induced 

excitations of the molecule exhibit dynamic decay behaviors 

that are classified into three types: autoionization, 

induced electric field ionization, and predissociation. 

Electric field ionization can be produced by the application 

of an electric field pulse of sufficient magnitude, for a 
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given state, across the two electric field plates. 

Autoionization and predissociation occur through a coupling 

of a Rydberg state with a perturber state. A perturber 

state is a discrete state from a higher rovibrational 

Rydberg series that influences the ionization or 

dissociation yields. These dynamic processes in the 

observed Rydberg state are interpreted using a simple minded 

approach that utilizes the molecular Rydberg formula 16 to 

identify the perturber states. 

Rydberg Series Classification and 
Excitation Selection Rules 

The examination of the dynamic behavior of the Rydberg 

series is best understood if a quantum state classification 

is given first. The angular momentum state of a diatomic 

molecule can be defined by one of four coupling schemes. 

The applicable coupling scheme of a given state depends on 

how the core and Rydberg electron angular momenta interact. 

This interaction leads to how the total angular momentum of 

the molecule is defined. The total angular momentum of the 

molecule is the resultant of the orbital electronic momentum 

and the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei. There 

are two cases that need to be reviewed to explain the total 

angular momentum states of the molecule in a singlet spin 

state: Hund•s case b, when the Rydberg electronic angular 

momentum is coupled to the internuclear axis of the core, 
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and Hund's case d, when the Rydberg electronic angular 

momentum becomes decoupled from the internuclear axis. 

When the Rydberg electron is close to the core, the 

Hund's case b coupling scheme applies. Hund's case b 

coupling applies in three areas of this experiment: (1) 

before any excitation is induced and the molecule is in the 

ground state; (2) when the molecule is in intermediate B

state; and (3) for low principal quantum numbers of any 

Rydberg series. The electronic ground state and the 

intermediate state are designated X1:I9•, and B1~·, 

respectively. This notation is used to characterize the low 

lying electronic states of the molecule, which are defined 

by the coupled orbital angular momentum state, the spin 

state, and the symmetries of the wavefunction of the 

molecule. 

Hund's case b applies for the low lying states because 

the Rydberg electron's orbital angular momentum is coupled 

to the electric field of the internuclear axis. In Hund's 

case b, J (the total angular momentum of the molecule) is a 

function of R (the rotational angular momentum) and A (the 

projection of the orbital angular momentum onto the 

internuclear axis of the core of the molecule) . A, the 

projection of the orbital angular momentum, is used to 

define the orbital angular momentum state of the molecule. 

The orbital angular momentum 1 interacts very strongly with 

the electric field of the internuclear axis. This 
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interaction results in quantization of the projection of 1 

along the internuclear axis; indeed, the fact that the 

coupling between the wavefunctions of the core and orbital 

potential is not symmetric means that 1 is not a well 

defined quantum number. This coupling is illustrated in 

Figure 2.1 where the precession of the orbital angular 

momentum is shown projected onto the internuclear axis. The 

vector notation used to define the coupled angular momentum 

is A, where A= 0,1,2, ... ,1. The expressions used to define 

these molecular orbital angular momentum states are, 

respectively, ~In, A,~' .... 

The wavefunction of the molecule has three types of 

symmetries. The consideration of these symmetries is 

important, because the two transitions utilized to excite 

the even parity Rydberg states exploit the optical selection 

rules for these symmetries. These selection rules will be 

discussed later in this chapter. 

Since H2 is a homonuclear molecule, the behavior of 

the wavefunction when the nuclei are exchanged must be 

specified. The total wavefunction of the molecule with the 

exchange of the two identical nuclei is either unchanged or 

changes sign. This means the total wavefunction of the 

molecule in a rotational state is either symmetric or 

antisymmetric with the exchange of the nuclei. For 

molecular hydrogen, the even rotational levels are symmetric 

and are designated para, which are in a singlet nuclear spin 

9 
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Figure 2.1. In Hund's case b coupling A is the projection 
of the orbital angular momentum onto the 
internuclear axis. 
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state, while the odd rotational levels are antisymmetric and 

termed ortho, because they have a triplet nuclear spin 

state. 

The reflection operation of the total wavefunction in a 

plane containing the internuclear axis leads to another 

important symmetry property which must be considered. The 

parity is designated even (+) when the total wavefunction 1s 

symmetric when reflected across any plane containing the 

internuclear axis, and odd (-) when the total wavefunction 

is antisymmetric. 

The electronic wavefunction has an inversion reflection 

through the origin such that the wavefunction maintains the 

same sign or changes sign with the exchange of the two 

electrons. This reflection dictates the electronic exchange 

symmetry property of the electronic state. The electronic 

state due to this reflection is either even when the sign of 

the wavefunction remains the same or odd when the sign 

changes. The even and odd states are designated Mg• or Mu", 

respectively, by the trailing subscript. These subscripts 

are derived from the German words gerade and ungerade. 

The Hund•s case d coupling scheme applies to a molecule 

with a high lying electron, such as the excited electron in 

a high Rydberg state. For states of a Rydberg series with a 

principal quantum greater than about nine, the excited 

electron•s interaction with the core becomes negligible. 

The orbital angular momentum of the electron is decoupled 
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from the internuclear axis of the core and 1 becomes a well

defined quantum number, characterizing the electronic 

angular momentum. The possible total angular momentum 

states of a Rydberg molecule are found from the resultants 

of the orbital and rotational angular momenta. The total 

angular momentum thus becomes: J = IR + 11, IR + 11-1, 
... ,IR- 11. 

A Rydberg state of the molecule with a total angular 

momentum J can now be defined by four additional quantum 

numbers. These four defining quantum numbers are: n, the 

principal quantum number, 1, the orbital angular momentum of 

the Rydberg electron, R, the rotational angular momentum of 

the core, and v the discrete vibrational level of the core. 

The proper convention for the presentation of this notation 

is (n,l,R,v), which will describe any Rydberg state. These 

Rydberg states all belong to a corresponding Rydberg series 

that converges to a particular rotational-vibrational energy 

1 imi t , ( v , R ) . 

The final even parity Rydberg states can be excited 

through the two induced dipole transitions. One hundred ten 

run light can pump the molecule into the short lived B1~·

state, then tunable UV radiation induces a dipole transition 

that populates the Rydberg states. These particular optical 

transitions are desirable because the dipole selection rules 

for molecules will dictate that the even parity Rydberg 

states will be populated. The selection rules for 
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wavefunction symmetries of the molecule go as follows: 

ortho H ortho, para H para, ortho $para; g H u, g ~ g, u ~ 

u; + H -, + $ +, - +1+ -. The optical selection rules for 

total angular momentum are: llJ = 0, ±1; 0 H 0; and there are 

no selection rules for vibrational transitions, such that 

any vibrational transitions are allowed. However, their 

strength is governed by the overlap of the initial 

vibrational state and final vibrational state wavefunctions, 

which is known as the Franck-Condon factor. 

The final Rydberg states that are reached in this 

experiment all belong to an even parity Rydberg series. The 

B1~+ +- X1l:
9

+ transition is used to prepare the molecule in 

selected B(J,v=O) states, from which they are excited into 

the even parity Rydberg series. There are four B +-X 

transitions utilized to put the molecule into a well-defined 

intermediate angular momentum state: they are the P(1), 

R(O), R(1), and R(2) transitions. The notation P(N) or R(N) 

designates the total angular momentum transition that is 

utilized, where P indicates that the total angular momentum 

of the final state is unchanged from the initial state. R 

means the final states total angular momentum increases by 

one from the initial state, and N indicates the total 

angular momentum of the initial state. These transitions 

are utilized to put the molecule into a selected total 

angular momentum state, which dictates whether the molecule 

is ortho or para. The transition from the intermediate 
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state will put the excited molecule in either a para or 

ortho symmetry for the final Rydberg series achieved. The 

final Rydberg states have a para symmetry when they have an 

even core rotational state (R=0,2,4) and an ortho symmetry 

when the final Rydberg states have an odd rotational state 

(R=l, 3) . 

In the case of parahydrogen, the Rydberg series are 

excited from two intermediate angular momentum states J=l,3. 

The possible final Rydberg series for the different final 

angular momentum states are for J=O, (nsO,v), (nd2,v); for 

J=l, (nd2, v) ; for J=2, (ns2, v) , (ndO, v) , (nd2, v) , (nd4, v) ; 

for J=3, (nd2, v) , (nd4, v) ; J=4, (nd2, v), (nd4, v) . The final 

Rydberg series that are possible for orthohydrogen are 

excited from the intermediate angular momentum states of 

J=0,2. They are for the different final angular momentum 

states J=l, (nsl,v), (ndl,v); for J=2, (ndl,v), (nd3,v); for 

J=3, (nd3,v). Each of these Rydberg series converges to 

their rovibrational ionization limit. The vibrational state 

of the core for the high n Rydberg series we are concerned 

with is v = 0. 

The molecule can also be excited into Rydberg states 

with higher core vibrational numbers. Lower principal 

quantum states of these Rydberg series are within the energy 

regions that are scanned. They are either directly 

observed, or seen through their perturbing effects on the 

high n, v=O Rydberg states. 
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Dynamic pecay Processes 

In a highly excited Rydberg state, the molecule 

demonstrates some interesting dynamic behavior that is a 

manifestation of a coupling between a dissociation continuum 

or an ionization continuum and this highly excited state. 

This interaction causes a perturbation of a highly excited 

state which either causes the molecule to autoionize or 

predissociate, depending on the nature of the perturbing 

continuum. In addition to these decay processes, since an 

electric field of about 480 V/cm is used in the experiment, 

Rydberg states with principal quantum numbers of n ~ 28 will 

be field ionized. The field induced ionization along with 

the intramolecular dynamic processes generate decay 

byproducts. Field ionizization is described by the process 

H2** ---+ H2+ + e-, where a positive molecular ion and an 

electron are the decay byproducts. Predissociation produces 

two constituent atomic fragments, where H2**---+ H(ls) + 

H(2s,2p). The excited atomic fragment is ionized by 

additional laser light so that a positive atomic ion is 

produced. Autoionization produces a positive molecular ion 

and electron, which is described by the chemical process 

H2** ---+ H2+ + e-. These positive ions are then detected 

separately so that the decay dynamics of the Rydberg states 

may be directly observed. 

The separate detection of the autoionization and 

predissociation byproducts is the primary operational goal 
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of this experiment. These two intramolecular dynamic 

processes are competing mechanisms that occur for highly 

excited molecular states. Dissociation can happen if the 

state is energetically above a dissociation limit, and 

ionization if the state is above an ionization limit. 

For these continua to couple to a Rydberg state and cause 

either intramolecular process to occur, the continuum and 

Rydberg state must have wavefunctions with similar 

symmetries. The symmetry conditions are the foundations of 

the perturbation selection rules that dictate if couplings 

can exist between a discrete state and a continuum. The 

molecular perturbation selection rules that dictate if 

couplings can exist between states of similar symmetry are: 

llJ = 0; + H +, - H -; u H u, g H g. These selection rules 

apply for both dissociation and ionization processes. 

In general, the intramolecular decay processes are 

governed by a perturbation interaction matrix element that 

mixes the bound state and a continuum state, which is given 

by, 

where '1'1 ,v,J and '1'2,v,J are, respectively, the bound state and 

continuum wavefunctions. The strength of the coupling 

between the bound state and the continuum is dictated by 

this interaction matrix element, which determines the rate 
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of the decay process of any bound state. The decay rate for 

either autoionization or predissociation is given by the 

Fermi Golden Rule result, 18 

r = 2n1Hv,J:E,) 2
• 

The rate of decay is a function of the perturbation 

interaction mixing matrix element and is in atomic units. 18 

The high n Rydberg states converging to the low lying 

rovibrational states of the H2+ ion are energetically above 

two dissociation continua. These dissociation continua can 

predissociate the molecule by an exchange of electron energy 

to the core of the molecule. The ground state continuum 

dissociates the molecule into two identical atomic products 

which are in the same H(ls) state. Since there is a large 

separation distance between the asymptotes of the potential 

energy curves for the ground states of H2 • and H2 , the 

Franck-Condon factor is small; thus, the dissociation 

process being induced by this continuum is insignificant. 

The Franck-Condon factor is due to the wavefunction 

inteaction of the initial and final states. Since the 

kinetic energy of the electron is smallest at the turning 

point, it spends most of its time in this region; therefore, 

the vibrational overlap is greatest when the two vibrational 

levels from the initial and final state have turning points 

that are at approximately the same internuclear distance. 
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Dissociation of the molecule can be produced by the 

continuum of the E,F-state, which has a large Franck-Condon 

overlap integral with the ground state of H2•. Dissociation 

through this state produces atoms in two different final 

states from a highly excited state of the hydrogen molecule. 

This dissociation process is detected by a one-photon 

resonant, two photon ionization of the excited atom. 

Autoionization will occur only if a Rydberg state is 

energetically excited above the first rovibrational limit 

for both ortho and parahydrogen. The energy limits for the 

first rovibrational series of parahydrogen (ns,R=O,v=O) and 

of orthohydrogen (ns,R=1,v=0) are, respectively, 124417.61 

cm-1 and 1244 75.94 cm- 1
• 

9 Vibrational or rotational core 

energy can be exchanged to the electron, which causes the 

molecule to preionize. The propensity rule as discussed by 

Dehmer and Chupka8 holds that autoionization most likely 

occurs between a Rydberg state that is one vibration quanta 

higher than the ionization continuum, i.e., Av = -1. The 

overlap of the vibrational wavefunctions is greater between 

these states, which is the essence of the propensity rule. 

This coupling between a discrete state and a continuum 

causes the decay behavior either by a direct coupling or an 

indirect coupling through a discrete state from a higher 

vibrational series. This perturbing state has a similar 

symmetry to both the decaying state and the continuum. 

Direct coupling is manifested in the ionization channel 
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above the first ionization limit through the broadening of 

each series line, but this is relatively uninteresting 

compared to the indirect coupling case. In indirect 

coupling, a low lying state from a higher rovibrational 

series acts to couple a high lying state of a low 

rovibrational series to a dissociation or ionization 

continuum and is illustrated in Figure 2.2. This indirect 

coupling is in many cases the primary mechanism that causes 

predissociation; in this situation, the process is known as 

accidental predissociation. This perturbing state 

effectively extends the range of interaction of the 

wavefunction of the continuum, by increasing the overlap of 

the wavefunction of both the continuum and the Rydberg 

state. This causes the rate of the decay process to 

increase. Essentially, these perturbations can be 

characterized as an exchange of electronic, rotational, or 

vibrational energy from the continuum to a discrete state, 

thereby inducing the dynamic behavior. The strength of this 

coupling of the perturbing state to both the decaying state 

and the continuum is exhibited by the rate of the decay 

processes. 

These perturbing states that affect the coupling 

behavior of the continuum are from Rydberg series that have 

a vibrational core state with v ) 0. The possible higher 

vibrational Rydberg series that have low lying Rydberg 

states that indirectly couple a v=O Rydberg state indirectly 
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to a continuum are: for parahydrogen, (n, 1=0,2, 

R=0,2,v=l,2, ... );and for orthohydrogen, (n, 1=0,2, R=l, 

v=l,2, ... ). Due to the propensity rule Av=l, Rydberg states 

are more likely to interact with the v=O continua and thus 

act as the intermediate coupling states. This affects the 

quantum defect 16 of a rovibrational Rydberg series to vary 

throughout its range. 

The quantum defect ~ of a Rydberg state can be 

understood as a characterization of the interaction of the 

Rydberg electron with the core. This interaction arises 

from the noncoulombic behavior of the core potential, that 

can be expanded in a Taylor series, 

where R• is the equilibrium internuclear distance of the 

core, which is about 4 bohr. The constant term is a result 

of the penetration of the core by the Rydberg electron. 19 

As the average radial distance of the Rydberg electron 

increases, the value of the quantum defect can vary and add 

additional off-diagonal elements to the perturbation 

interaction matrix. 5 The rate of decay of each Rydberg 

state is affected by the off-diagonal elements in the 

perturbation interaction matrix. The quantum defect for any 

Rydberg state is defined ~ = n - n*, where n is the 
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principal quantum number and n* is the effective quantum 

number due to the quantum defect. 

The quantum defect of a Rydberg series varies 

throughout its whole expanse due to the degree of mixing 

between a continuum by the low lying states of higher 

vibrational series. The effect of these localized 

perturbing states is symmetrically localized around their 

state energy with the decay rates of the Rydberg states 

closest in term energies increased the most. Perturbing 

states with the strongest couplings affect the decay rates 

more and over a larger energy range, thereby affecting more 

states. 

A multichannel quantum defect theory17 (MQDT) can be 

employed to help identify the final states. This method 

will enable the two different coupling cases to be treated 

1n a uniform fashion. Experimentally, the value of the 

quantum defect can be found and used to identify final 

states. This method is not employed for this thesis, but 

will be used to analyze this data in the future. 

Identification of Perturber States 

The observed perturbing states in the dissociation and 

ionization spectra are identified using the Rydberg formula, 

E = IPv,R - R0 / (n - l)) 2
• 

E is the state energy, IPv,R is the ionization limit for a 

particular rovibrational series characterized by v and R, R0 
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has a value of 109707.42 cm- 1 and is the Rydberg constant 

for H2 , n is the principal quantum number, and 8 is the 

quantum defect of the particular s or d Rydberg series under 

consideration. The quantum defect (the s electron) is 

approximately 8 = 0.91, and for the d electron 8 = 0.00. 

The quantum defect can be understood as an interaction of 

the Rydberg electron with the core. Rydberg electrons with 

lower orbital angular momentum numbers have a higher change 

of colliding with and then exchanging energy with the core, 

thus causing utoionization or predissociation. These 

approximate values of the s and d electron quantum defects 

are effectively constant throughout the energy range of each 

rovibrational Rydberg series. Using these approximate 

values in conjunction with the known ionization limits for 

each rovibrational series, energies of Rydberg states 

converging to excited ionized states can be calculated. By 

comparing these calculated energies to the energies of 

observed perturbing states, the perturbing states may be 

identified. 

The strength of each perturbation will be evident by 

the effect it has on the rate of each decay process. The 

decay rate equation discussed earlier is a function of the 

perturbation interaction matrix. The off-diagonal matrix 

elements values determine the amount of mixing between the 

perturbing continuum and the Rydberg state. This amount of 

mixing can be enhanced by an intermediate coupling state 
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that increases the strength of the decay processes depending 

on the coupled continuum. 

Accidental predissociation is evident below the first 

ionization limit, where any intermediate perturbing state 

can only couple to a dissociation continuum. Above the 

first ionization limit, both autoionization and 

predissociation can occur, but in this situation these decay 

processes are competing mechanisms. The perturbing states 

that affect the rate of these decay processes come primarily 

from v=l Rydberg series, but a few Rydberg states come from 

v=2 Rydberg series that have a good vibrational wavefunction 

overlap with a v=O continuum. If the two decay processes 

are competing, the Rydberg state will typically autoionizie 

due to the propensity rule. Perturbing states from series 

that are Av { -1 above the continuum usually predissociate. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The purpose of this project was to analyze the dynamics 

of even parity Rydberg states of H2 • This is a discussion 

of how the excitation of the Rydberg states of H2 and the 

detection of their decay products is accomplished by using a 

variety of available technologies. The methods used to 

produce vacuum ultraviolet light and tunable ultraviolet 

radiation are given. The production of a collimated 

molecular beam as well as the excitation chamber are 

described. Finally, signal detection and the accumulation 

of data for further analysis is discussed. 

Excitation Scheme 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the excitation paths generated 

by these coherent light sources. The molecules are first 

excited in the intermediate B-state using coherent VUV light 

at about 110 nm. The P(1), R(O), R(1), and R(2) transitions 

are utilized for B~X excitation, thereby preparing the 

molecule in selected angular momentum states. Tunable 

coherent uv radiation is used to excite the molecule from 

the intermediate B-state into highly excited Rydberg states. 

The wavelength of the UV radiation is scanned over the s and 
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Figure 3.1. Excitation scheme used in this experiment with 
relevant potential energy curves for H2 
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d Rydberg series from below the ionization potential (IP), 

beginning from about n=28, to well above the first IP. 

Optical Setup 

To produce the wavelengths needed, with sufficient 

energies to populate the desired states to be studied, two 

dye laser chains are employed. A Q-switched Nd+3 :YAG laser 

generates a fundamental beam of horizontally plane polarized 

light at 1064 nm, which is then upconverted by a potassium 

dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal to produce the second 

harmonic at 532 nm. The second harmonic generated (SHG) 

light is then separated from the IR light with a dichroic 

beam splitter. The SHG light, which is used as a pump 

source for the dye lasers and their amplifiers, is directed 

to the dye laser chains by specially coated mirrors with 

high reflectivity at 532 nm that can operate at the high 

peak powers produced by a pulsed laser. Each of the two 

dye laser systems that are used in this experiment are 

configured with a tunable dye laser oscillator to produce 

the laser light, and amplifier chains that increase the 

energy output of the coherent light. The optical setup is 

represented in Figure 3.2. 

The first dye laser system consists of a tunable narrow 

band dye laser that uses Oxazine 720 dye to generate 

coherent light at about 660 nm, which can be hand tuned to 

the desired transition which causes a population of the 
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intermediate state. The oscillator will be described in 

detail in the section on principles of dye laser operation. 

The amplifying system consist of 3 amplifiers, all operated 

with DCM dye, of which the first amplifier is transversely 

pumped and the last two are longitudinally pumped. The last 

two amplifiers are longitudinally pumped so that the laser 

light has a good beam shape to prepare it for efficient 

upconversion. Next the 660 nm light is sent into an angle 

tuned KDP crystal to produce the second harmonic light at 

330 nm. This light is now directed with two 45 degree 

prisms to a 90 degree 330 nm mirror that transmits the 660nm 

and reflects the vertically plane polarized 330nm light into 

a krypton cell, which is juxtaposed with the excitation 

chamber. The 330 nm light is frequency tripled in the 

krypton cell to produce 110 nm light that is used to excite 

the B ~X transition. The 330 nm light also photoionizes 

the n = 2 excited state hydrogen atoms so that dissociation 

can be detected. 

The second dye laser system contains a tunable dye 

laser and two dye amplifiers. The dye laser is mechanically 

tuned with a micrometer motor that alters the lasing 

wavelength by rotating the mount of the Littrow grating. 

The micrometer motor is operated in small increments by a 

signal sent through the personal computer (PC) from the data 

acquistion program. This dye laser uses a mixture of 

rhodamine 590 to 610 to produce laser light between about 
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590 nm to 580 nm. There are two dye amplifiers: the first 

is transversely pumped, while the second one is 

longitudinally pumped to produce a good beam profile to 

prepare the beam for efficient upconversion. A KDP crystal 

is used to convert the fundamental light into the second 

harmonic at about 295 nm. This crystal is placed in an 

optical mount that is tuned mechanically by an home-built 

autotracker to generate the second harmonic efficiently as 

the laser is tuned. The fundamental beam is next split so a 

small percentage can be sent to the both the iodine cell and 

a monochromator. The monochromator is used to roughly 

estimate within a few wavenumbers the starting and stopping 

wavelengths of the scans. The iodine fluorescence spectra 

is used as a calibration signal for the ionization and 

dissociation spectra. The main portion of the vertically 

plane polarized SHG beam is then directed with 300 nm 

reflective mirrors through a quartz window into the 

ionization chamber. Inside the ionization chamber, the SHG 

light is overlapped with the VUV light and excites the 

molecule from the B-state into the s and d Rydberg ser1es. 

Technical Aspects of the 
Optical Methods 

In this section, descriptions of the physical 

mechanisms of all the significant processes employed are 

discussed. This basically involves discussions on the 

technique considerations of each important piece of 
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equipment used to generate the desired energies at 

sufficient power to run this experiment. 

ND• 3 
: YAG Laser 

The purpose of the YAG laser is to function as the pump 

source for two dye laser systems. A NY61-10 series Nd:YAG 

laser manufactured by Continuum is the model used in this 

experiment. In the most basic sense, this laser has the 

three necessary components: the flashlamps which serve as 

the pump source, the doped Nd:YAG rods which act as the 

laser material and amplifier, and a cavity with highly 

reflective end mirrors. 

The YAG laser is a solid state laser utilizing a 

yttrium aluminum garnet crystal that is doped with a small 

percentage of Nd•3 as the lasing material, which lases at a 

wavelength of 1064 nm. Yttrium aluminum garnets are 

synthesized crystals that are formed into rods and used as a 

host material for neodymium. These garnets are very hard 

isotropic crystals, making them very worthy optical mediums. 

Also, this garnet's structure has good thermal conductivity 

and optical quality so it can operate at high average 

powers . 1 

The laser action of the doped yttrium aluminum garnets 

is represented by the four level system illustrated in 

Figure 3.3. The population inversion occurs between the 
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first and second levels. The system is pumped for a 

duration 200 ~s by a xenon gas filled flash lamp from the 

'I9t2 ground state level to the broad energy levels that make 

up the third level. The two levels that make up the laser 

transition are nondegenerate due to the crystal-induced 

electric fields, which cause a splitting of these levels. 

The lasing occurs between the R2 level of the 4F312 state and 

the Y3 level of the 'I1112 state. Lasing is possible because 

the lower laser level is not thermally excited from the 

ground state so population inversion can be achieved. Of 

the four possible decays channels the 4F312 -+ 4I 1112 which 

emits at energy at a wavelength of 1064 nm dominates with a 

rate of 60 percent. 20 

The design of this particular model of YAG laser given 

1n Figure 3.4. The flashlamp is located in the laser head 

between the two YAG rods: one rod operates as the 

oscillator rod, while the other as the amplifier for the 

pulsed beam. The flashlamp is fired by a 4 kV pulse with a 

rise time of 20 ns. This pulse originates by discharging 

through a fast transistor a Marx bank of 7 capacitors 

connected in parallel which are charged by a 15 volt 

pulse. 21 The flashlamp causes population inversion to build 

up in the YAG rods. The oscillator rod is set with a highly 

reflective Guassian mirror on one end and a polarizer, 1/4-

wave plate, Peckel cell and a second highly reflective 
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mirror on the other side, which act 1n concert a~ the Q

switching mechanism. 

The YAG laser has a pulse duration of about 7 ns, which 

1s accomplished by the Q-switching mechanism. Basically, Q

switching is electrooptically changing the resonator cavity 

from a low Q value to a high Q value, with the aim of 

generating high peak energies for a short duration. At low 

Q values, the resonator cavity is pumped continuously to 

create a high optical gain with a large population 

inversion. So when the laser is Q-switched, a short 

coherent pulse of high power light is produced. 

The polarizer is made of a multiple thin film 

dielectric layers and set so the coherent light has an 

incident angle of 57 degrees, which polarizes the 

transmitted light horizontally. Next, the beam is passed 

through a 1/4-wave plate oriented at 45 degrees that 

circularly polarizes it. This 1/4-wave plate acts in 

conjunction with the Peckel cell which serves as the Q

switching mechanism by having 3.6 kV applied to it every one 

tenth of second. The cavity is closed when the Peckel cell 

has no voltage applied across it so a large population 

inversion is developed. When the high voltage is applied, 

the Peckel cell adds a 45 degree phase shift as the light 

transverses the cell twice. The 1/4-wave plate is also 

transversed twice and a total 180 degree phase shift is 

introduced to the light, which becomes horizontally 
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polarized so that it can transmit through the dielectric 

polarizer. The infrared light produced, which has a peak 

energy of about 600 mJ, is passed through the YAG 

amplification rod on its way to be upconverted. The 

upconvert light which is used as a pump source for the dye 

lasers has peaks energies at about 320 mJ. 

Principles of Dye Laser Operation 

Spectroscopic studies of molecules have been 

revolutionized by the refinement of dye laser techniques. 

The versatility of dye lasers has enabled many realms of 

spectroscopy to be explored, since coherent light can be 

generated, with the many available laser dyes, for a large 

range of the spectrum. In this experiment, two dye laser 

systems are used to produce tunable narrow linewidth 

coherent light. These dye laser chains produce collimated 

beams that have uniform energy densities with a pulse 

duration of about 5 ns. The 660 dye nm laser system and the 

tuning dye laser system generate light with pulse energies 

of about 32 mJ and 18 mJ, respectively. 

A 30% 532 nm beamsplitter is employed to separate the 

pump light from the YAG laser into two pump sources. The 

532 nm light is used to pump both of the oscillators of each 

dye laser chain and their amplifiers, where a 5% 

beamsplitter is used to direct light into each oscillator. 

Seventy percent of the pump light goes to the first dye 
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laser system which is used to produce the 660 nm light that 

is eventually upconverted to generate 110 nm light. There 

are three amplifiers used in this amplifier chain, where 

10%, 20%, and 100% beamsplitters are exploited, 

respectively, to guide light to each amplifier stage. The 

other 30% of the 532 nm pump light is sent to the dye laser 

arrangement that is involved in the production of tunable UV 

light, where 20% and 100% beamsplitters are employed, 

respectively, to steer light into each amplifier stage. 

The oscillator generates coherent light utilizing laser 

dyes dissolved in methanol as the active medium. The dye 

solution is ciculated by fast mechanical pumps through a dye 

cell, which has a small cross-sectional surface area for 

each laser dye oscillator. The purpose of the small surface 

area is so the pump light can penetrate completely the 

restricted diameter of the dye solution and excite the dye 

molecules uniformly. Also, the restricted surface area 

increases the flow rate through the cell to deter turbulent 

effects that would create an inhomogeneous energy profile of 

the beam shape. The circulation of the solution serves to 

keep thermal effects to a minimum so that the solution 

maintains a good optical quality. 

Laser dyes have an organic structure that exhibits good 

photochemical characteristics. The have a x electron that 

is easily excited such that they laser dye absorbs energy 

readily in the visible and near ultraviolet. This affinity 
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to absorbed energy combined with the molecule•s efficient 

fluorescence decay processes make laser dyes an excellent 

source for stimulated emission. The broad range of the 

fluorescence produced by the absorption gives a wide 

emission range, which yields the possibility of a widely 

tunable dye laser. The emission wavelengths of light from 

the dye molecule are shifted to the red of the absorption 

wavelengths. This is so because of the dynamics of decay 

processes of the dye molecule. 

The dye molecule is excited electronically by photon 

absorption to vibrational states just above v=O in its first 

electronic excited state (S1 ) from the ground state (S0 ) 22 • 

The transition probability for this excitation varies for 

different dye molecules and is a function of its electronic 

oscillator strength. The molecules next rovibrationally 

relax quickly to build up almost instantaneously a 

population inversion between the V=O level of the sl state 

and higher vibrational levels of the ground state. Figure 

3.5 illustrates the four energy level scheme of a dye laser. 

There are also other decay processes possible within the 

molecule that could affect the behavior of the dye laser. 

Spontaneous emission at other wavelengths within the 

emission curve can also be generated and amplified in the 

gain medium. The amplified spontaneous emission if produced 

at a significant enough rate will act as a competing process 

to the stimulated emission, such that it will affect the 
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generation of the coherent light. The spontaneous emission 

can be suppressed by proper alignment of the laser cavity. 

Also, the dye molecules can relax into a triplet state 

during operation. These triplet states are produced through 

a forbidden transition from a singlet state due to the 

orbital angular momentum•s interaction with the spin. This 

decay process affects the generation of the coherent light, 

because over a time period the population inversion is lost 

to the triplet state. Since these triplet states have a 

fluorescence lifetime in the microsecond range as opposed to 

the nanosecond lifetimes of the singlet states, they do not 

contribute to the laser action. Thus the gain available for 

stimulated emission is decreased. However, this is not 

usually a serious problem in lasers which operate with 

nanosecond pulses. 

The design of the laser cavity to produce the 

stimulated emission utilizes an output mirror on one side of 

the cavity and a double grating system on the other. 

A well collimated beam is generated by a telescopic 

arrangement that includes an output mirror with a radius of 

curvature such that its center of curvature coincides with 

focal point of the intracavity lens. Figure 3.6 shows a 

representation of the double grating design used. This 

design employs a grazing incidence grating and a Littrow 

_ grating that work in conjunction to narrow the laser line 

and tune the dye laser cavity to a particular wavelength. 
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The desired wavelength is selected by constructive 

interference in a double grating system. The equation used 

to describe the selected wavelength is describe by Littman23 

and found by solving two variations of the diffraction 

grating equation. These two equations are 

and, 

dsin(60 + 61 } = rnA 

2d'sin62 = m'A 

where the these angles are measured from the normal 

directions to the gratings. eo is the angle of the incident 

light measured from the incident grating and is 

approximately 90 degrees. e1 + e2 :~I and is the angle 

between the Littrow mounted grating normal and the incident 

gratings normal. 

This laser cavity design produces horizontally 

polarized light. The double grating design is used to 

produce coherent light with narrow linewidth of about 0.03 

cm-1 • The narrower linewidth light is produced by fully 

illuminating the grazing incidence grating so maximum 

spectral resolution is achieved. The Littrow grating 1s 

used to close the cavity and thus tune the dye laser by 

reflecting the light diffracted into the first order of 

grazing incidence grating back at toward the incident 

grating. The Littrow grating is blazed at 57 degrees, and 

used in the third or fourth order. 
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The light is now intensified by two kinds of dye laser 

amplifiers that serve to increase the gain output and 

produce a good beam shape to ready the coherent light for 

upconversion. The first dye amplifier in each dye laser 

chain is transversely pumped. The dye cell 1s situated on 

an optics holder at about a 15 degree angle to prevent 

optical feedback into the resonator cavity. The cell holder 

can be translated in the plane of the propagating light and 

rotated about a vertical ax1s. The pump light is expanded 

horizontally and focused vertically using cylindrical 

lenses, and directed transversely into the dye cell along 

one edge of the beam. These dye cells are transversely 

pumped along the whole one centimeter length of the cell to 

yield a large gain in the medium. This amplifier stage in 

each case has as its primary purpose to increase the energy 

about 100 times, but the output beam shape has a distorted 

energy profile due to the transverse pumping. This is 

because the gain is a function of the position in the dye, 

since the pump light intensity decreases as it is absorbed. 

The purpose of the longitudinally pumped stages is to 

correct the distorted beam profile, and to extract 

millijoules worth of energy from the dye solution. This is 

accomplished by expanding and collimating the light by a 

Galilean telescopic arrangement to increase the beam 

diameter so it interacts with a larger volume of the dye 

solution. The pump light is expanded to match the beam 
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diameter of the coherent light, then reflected into the dye 

cells at about 20 degrees to the propagating beam by fully 

reflective 532 nm mirrors. The pump light is used to excite 

a large volume of dye so that the expanded propagating beam 

can extract a large amount of energy uniformly. The cells 

are also placed at an angle to the laser light to prevent 

optical feedback. These longitudinally stages are employed 

to extract millijoules of energy and to give the beam shape 

a uniform energy profile for efficient upconversion. 

Second Harmonic Generation 

Second-order harmonic generation (SHG) 1s a useful tool 

for frequency conversion of laser light. Using nonlinear 

crystals such as KDP or RDA, laser light be converted to 

twice its frequency. There are two significant aspects of 

to be considered in the production of SHG: the nonlinear 

response of a nonlinear crystal to the applied electric 

field and the phase matching condition. A crystal that 

lacks inversion symmetry manifests a second-order response 

in the electric field. A consequence of optical radiation 

transversing through a medium with an electric 

susceptibility which is a nonlinear function of the electric 

field is SHG. Any crystalline medium without inversion 

symmetry can produce SHG radiation, provided that the 

electromagnetic radiation produces an electric field that is 

sufficiently large. The second-order harmonic generation 
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can be more understood by defining the electric field 

vector. The fundamental wave with an electric field vector 

where i, j, and k are unit vectors along the principal axis, 

k is the wave vector and r 1s the propagation vector, 

induces a polarization in the nonlinear crystal, which can 

be written 

where 121
Xij is the linear susceptibly tensor and 131 Xijk is the 

nonlinear susceptibility tensor. 24 The nonlinear term in 

the above equation generates a polarization at twice the 

frequency of the fundamental wave. The electric field 

propagating through the nonlinear crystal now has components 

at two frequencies, ~ and 2~. 

Nonlinear susceptibility is not the only significant 

aspect of efficient SHG, but also the phasing matching 

conditions for the frequency doubled wave with the 

fundamental wave as the EM waves propagate through the 

crystal must be considered. If the SHG wave is not phase 

matched with the fundamental wave, there will be destructive 

interference between SHG waves produced in different parts 
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of the crystal, and thus no significant production of the 

SHG. 

Birefringence which occurs naturally in nonlinear 

crystals can be used to phase match the fundamental wave 

with the SHG wave. Birefringence is a phenomenon that 

affects the phase velocity of the wave depending on its 

polarization and wavelength. By varying the phase 

velocities of the two waves, the indices of refraction for 

each can be made equal. This is required for efficient SHG. 

When the indices of refraction of the fundamental and SHG 

wave are equal, the phase matching condition is met so that 

k(2~) = k(~). Under this condition, constructive 

interference of the second harmonic light produced along the 

propagation axis occurs and generates a significant SHG 

wave. In an anisotropic crystal, an appropriate direction 

of propagation and polarization can often be chosen to 

obtain Ak = 0. 

There are two types of schemes utilizing natural 

birefringence in the crystal used for phase matching. In 

the Type I phase matching, the fundamental and SHG waves 

have orthogonal polarizations and in TYPe II they have 

parallel polarizations. In either case, the phase matching 

condition is met when the angle between the optical axis and 

the propagation vector is some angle such that the indices 

of refraction for the fundamental and SHG waves are equal. 

The KDP crystals used in this experiment produce TYPe I 
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phase matching. To achieve this phase matching angle, there 

are two methods: angle tuning in which the optical axis of 

the crystal is rotated, and temperature tuning where the 

phase matching condition is met by varying the temperature. 

In this experiment, angle tuning is employed because the 

phase matching can be achieved over a wider range of 

energies and because the apparatus used is easier to 

operate. But, the temperature of the crystal will also 

affect the phase matching condition. When the beam is first 

propagated through the crystals, they are at about room 

temperature; but with the increase of energy density inside 

the crystal, there will also be an increase in the crystal's 

temperature. So the phase matching condition will change 

slightly and thus the angle on the crystal will need to be 

tweaked to reestablish the phase matching condition. Also, 

since harmonic generation is very sensitive to the angle 

between the propagation direction and the crystal's optical 

axis, the input beam must be collimated to a very high 

degree. This places serious constraints on the quality of 

the input beam and thus the optics which prepare it for 

upconversion. 

In this experiment, there are three KDP crystals 

employed that generate different frequencies of light with 

each having an important function. The first is the KDP 

crystal generates a SHG wave at 532 nm with about 300 mJ of 

energy, which is inside the YAG laser housing. The second 
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KDP crystal is used with the first dye laser system to 

double 660 nrn light to 330 nrn light with about 8 rnJ of 

energy. The third KDP crystal is placed in a mechanically 

tuned optical mount that works in conjunction with the 

scanning dye laser and produces about 4 rnJ of energy. The 

second two KDP crystals work at an efficiency of about 25 

percent. The conversion efficiency is affected by several 

factors. The collimation and shape of the beam affect the 

divergence of the beam, thus affecting the amount of the SHG 

light that can interfere constructively. Also, with the 

higher energy densities of the laser light there is more 

second harmonic generation by each volume element of the 

crystal. The upper limit on the energy density that can 

absorbed before being optical damaged occurs is determined 

by the crystal damage threshold. 

Autotracker 

The autotracker is a device designed to monitor shifts 

in intensity of the SHG wave produced by the deviation of 

the UV beam while scanning. Its purpose is to utilize the 

shifts in intensity to maintain the efficient generation of 

the SHG light through the KDP crystal as the laser is tuned. 

A small portion of the SHG light is diverted from the main 

beam and then centered on the window of the split photodiode 

so that the intensity of the laser light from the SHG wave 

is divided equally on each half of the split photodiode. 
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The split photodiode is connected to a difference amplifier 

which produces a null voltage signal when the SHG light is 

evenly distributed on the two sides of the split photodiode. 

When the dye laser is scanning over the desired wavelengths, 

the phase matching angle of this crystal will naturally 

change. The intensity of the SHG light deviates along the 

vertical axis. The shift in laser intensity is registered 

by the difference amplifier which sends the positive or 

negative voltage signal through a current and voltage 

amplifier. This circuit also has a variable time constant 

that can smooth out and prevent jitter from the 

inhomogeneous character of the laser power originating from 

the pulse to pulse changes in the beam shape. This signal 

is then sent through a sample and hold circuit to the 

micrometer motor, which mechanically tunes the angle of the 

crystal's optical mount. The vertical angle of the optical 

mount is controlled by this difference signal which serves 

to maintain the phase matching condition of the SHG light. 

When the difference amplifier has a null signal, the phase 

matching conditions for the crystal is obtained. This whole 

arrangement, which is home built, is called an autotracker 

and functions well with reasonable laser power as long as 

there is very little amplified spontaneous emission. 
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Third Harmonic Generation 

The 110 nm light needed to excite the B~X transition 

of molecular hydrogen is generated by a four wave frequency 

mixing process in the negatively dispersive atomic gas, 

krypton, at low pressures. This method is employed in the 

VUV region of the spectrum because all known nonlinear 

crystals are opaque to VUV light of this short a wavelength. 

VUV light is generated by focusing into the krypton gas at a 

pressure of about 170 torr with a converging quartz lens 

that has a focal length of 10 em. The 110 nm light which is 

generated is then transmitted into the ionization chamber 

through a LiF window. This LiF window which is able to 

transmit light down to about 105 nm is being used at the 

edge of its absorption curve. Its transmission at 110 nm is 

about 20%. 

Focusing the coherent UV light into krypton gas causes 

a large applied electric field at the focal point. This 

causes a breakdown in the linear relationship of the 

polarization. Higher order effects are generated in the 

polarization by the induced electric field in the krypton 

gas. Isotropic gases have inversion symmetry so the even 

order susceptibility terms vanish leaving the third-order 

nonlinear susceptiblity term as the predominant term. This 

third-order susceptibility term gives rise to a polarization 

at 3~, and coherent photons at three times the frequency of 

the fundamental wave. 25 But, like SHG generation, in order 
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to produce THG light efficiently, the phase matching 

conditions must be met. 

The phase matching condition for THG in rare gas is 

different than in SHG, because the beam is being focused to 

a point in the atomic gas cell. The phase matching 

condition can only be met when the third harmonic wavelength 

falls within a region of negative dispersion of the tripling 

gas. When phase matching is reached the third harmonic 

light generated from each dipole interferes constructively 

and a significant intensity of the VUV light is generated. 

This is equivalent to having the phase velocities of the ~ 

and the 3~ equal. The intensity of the THG is proportional 

to X2N2 IL3F, where N is the number density of the gas, X is 

the third-order susceptibility, and IL3 is the intensity of 

the fundamental light. The phase matching factor is given 

by F = (xbAk)exp(b•Ak) when the beam is focusing into the 

cell, with b being the confocal beam parameter, and Ak = 

k(A)-k(3A) with k(A) = 2xn(A)/A where n(A) 1s the index of 

refraction at the wavelength of the THG. 26 F, the phase 

matching factor, is primarily determined by Ak, which a 

function of a phase mismatch vector. This mismatch vector 

is a resolute of the difference between the generated VUV 

light and the driving polarization. The VUV radiation is 

generated efficiently when Ak { 0. The region where this 

phase mismatch can be achieved is only about 10 nanometers 

wide and it begins at the high energy side of a resonance 
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transition, where the absorption curve for the THG goes 

effectively to infinity. 

To generate the third harmonic efficiently, the phase 

matching condition is met for different focusing conditions 

by varying the pressure of the gas. This varies the index 

of refraction for the THG wave in the negative dispersion 

region which changes its phase velocity so the phase 

matching condition is met. Also, to improve the efficiency 

of the THG a positive dispersive medium can be introduced, 

like argon gas, thereby allowing larger krypton presures at 

which phase matching can be achieved. Adding a positive 

dispersive gas allows a larger number of krypton atoms (N~) 

while the THG is phase matched The intensity of the VUV 

light generated is proportional to the number of krypton 

atoms (i.e., the krypton pressure, where I~ NKr2 ). 

In this experiment, VUV generation can only be 

monitored by how well the excitation byproduct of the states 

being populated are registered. When the VUV is being 

generated in the krypton cell, the beam is focused only a 

few centimeters from the LiF window, so that there 1s 

minimum absorption of the generated VUV beam by the 

remaining krypton atoms and impurities. This created a 

problem when aligning the quartz lens, since we were dealing 

with high energy densities at the aligning center. When 

aligning the quartz lens, there was always some possibility 

of optical damage to the LiF window, which could cause its 
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transmission properties to degrad. Over the course of this 

experiment, I destroyed three of the four LiF windows used, 

which was a concern due to their high cost. 

The Calibration Signal 

The exact energy of each dissociation and ionization 

spectral line is needed. An iodine fluorescence signal is 

acquired simultaneously with the dissociation and ionization 

spectra by sending the tunable laser's fundamental light 

into an iodine absorption cell. The iodine fluoresces 

within about 100 ns, and the resulting light is detected by 

a photodiode that sends this signal through a sample and 

hold circuit to be acquired by the PC. The iodine spectral 

lines are identified using an atlas of the absorption 

spectra of molecular iodine compiled by S. Gerstenkorn and 

P. Luc. 27 The values of the transition energies of the 

primary iodine lines are used to calibrate the dissociation 

and ionization spectra, to a precision of about 0.04 cm- 1
· 

Vacuum System 

The vacuum system is illustrated in Figure 3.7 and is 

composed of two main chambers that are each pumped down to 

low pressures by a diffusion and fore pump. The primary 

functional aspects of the vacuum system are the ionization 

chamber, the pulsed molecular beam source, and the TOF 

spectrometer. The H2 molecule interacts with the coherent 
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Figure 3.7. An illustration of the vacuum system design. 
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light sources in the ionization chamber, where electric 

field plates drive positive ions up the TOF tube to be 

detected. A molecular hydrogen source is connected to an 

electrically pulsed value that pulses H2 into the vacuum 

system through a collimating skimmer. 

A hydrogen high pressure line is hooked into the back 

end of the Newport BV400 pulsed value. This hydrogen line 

is connected to a mechanical pump that pumps out atmospheric 

impurities before operation. The pulsed value works at a 10 

Hz repetition rate to send a molecular hydrogen beam into 

the vacuum. The vacuum chamber that initially receives the 

molecular beam is separated from the ionization chamber by a 

skimmer with a 5 mm aperture. The skimmer collimates the 

molecular beam before interaction with the laser to inhibit 

divergence of the beam. This prevents spectral line 

broadening as well as reducing the spread in ion arrival, 

time, so that the signals due to ions of different mass do 

not overlap in time. 

Initially, the impurities are pumped out of the 

ionization chamber to a base pressure of about 5 x 10-7 

Torr. The ionization chamber contains two electric field 

plates that are separated by one centimeter. The bottom 

plate is connected to a pulsed high voltage supply, while 

the top plate is at ground. At the 10 Hz repetition rate, a 

480 V/cm field pulse is applied across the plates. This 

pulsed electric field has a rise time of about 50 ns and is 
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applied about 50 ns after the vertically polarized lasers 

interact with the molecular beam. This electric field has 

two purposes: to electrically kick any positive decay 

products up the TOF tube and to induce field ionization of 

highly excited states of the molecule. 

The two positive decay products H+ and H2• acquire 

different velocities in the electric field, which is 

oriented towards the TOF tube entrance. The electric field 

kicks the ions up the TOF tube. The dissociation byproduct 

H. which is lighter acquires a higher velocity, and 

therefore has an earlier arrival time at the channeltron 

detector. The channeltron detects energized incident ions 

by amplification of secondary electrons, then sends this 

output to the data acquisition system. 

Data Acquisition and Electronics 

The ion signals are acquired by a FORTRAN code by 

properly processing the output of the channeltron. This 

processing begins by synchronizing all the electronics so 

that all the optical and electronic procedures occur in the 

desired time frame. The molecular beam and the coherent 

lights coincide in time, then a 480 V/cm electric field is 

pulsed across the plates 50 ns later. The synchronization 

is accomplished by triggering the Q-switch of the YAG laser 

off of a signal generated from the driver of the pulsed 

beam. This signal is delayed to give the population 
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inversion ~n the YAG rod time to build up and fire the YAG 

laser so the two interactive laser beams coincide in time 

with the pulsed molecular beam. The transversal time in the 

vacuum of the pulsed molecular beam and the delayed signal 

are synchronized in the hundreds of microsecond range. Both 

laser lights were timed using a photodiode to make sure they 

arrived simultaneously in the ionization chamber. The pulse 

arrival time of each dye laser is timed relative to the Q

switch and occurs in the nanosecond range. The data 

acquisition electronics are triggered using a signal sent 

from the Q-switch. This signal is sent to a pulse generator 

which generates a digital signal that is sent to trigger the 

pulsed field generator, gate and delay generators, and the 

sample and hold circuits. The pulsed field generator, which 

is used to produce a 480 Volt 50 ns long spike, is a fast 

transistor switch built with MOSFET transistors which has a 

fast rise time. The ion signals are amplified with 2 LeCroy 

VVlOOBTB wideband pulse amplifiers, each having a gain of 

10, connected in parallel. Their fast rise time of 2 ns 

helps them produce true amplification of the signal. The 

shape of the output pulse from these amplifiers is not 

significantly lengthened and no negative overshots are 

produced. This is important so that the two decay signals 

are separated by about 500 ns in time and do not overlap; 

and therefore, there is no cross channel communication sent 

to the PC. The decay signals are next gated so the sample 
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and hold circuits can sample and hold the signals for the 

A/D conversion boards. There are two sample and hold 

circuits used to catch each decay signal, which are arriving 

in the nanosecond time frame. The A/D conversion board 

reads the A/D•s about every 100 ms, so the purpose of the 

sample and hold circuits is catch and hold the nanosecond 

input signal long enough for the A/D board to collect the 

signal. 

The A/D conversion board inputs the decay signals into 

the PC for the FORTRAN code to collect the data points. The 

FORTRAN code collects three signals simultaneously; the two 

ion signals and the iodine fluorescence spectra used for a 

calibration signal. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

The experimental procedure described in Chapter III is 

utilized to study the dynamic behavior of the final states 

of both ortho and parahydrogen in singlet s and d Rydberg 

states. These final states are detected from the produced 

ionization and dissociation spectra that are collected 

simultaneously. The even parity states that are observed 

belong to Rydberg series that converge to the v=O, 

R=0,1,2,3,4 states of the molecular ion. Both 

autoionization and predissociation which are induced by an 

appropriate continuum structure can be observed, along with 

the electric field induced ionization. These dynamics can 

be influenced by perturbing states from higher vibrational 

series that have a good Franck-Condon overlap with the 

effected high lying Rydberg state. 

A good test of how well the spectra are calibrated is 

to calculate the ionization potential from the state energy 

of each identified high lying Rydberg state, then compare 

this value to the accepted value. For the four transitions 

scanned, the state energies for the ionization lines from 

the prevalent d Rydberg series were used to calculate the 

ionization potential of H2 • The quantum defect for all four 

of the d Rydberg series was assumed to be zero, which is 

consistent with the value Rottke and Welge calculated. 16 
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The energies of states with principal quantum numbers from 

about n=28 to around n=60 are used in the Rydberg formula to 

calculate the IP; comparing the calculated IP values to the 

accepted values provides a valuable check of the accuracy of 

the calibrations. For the most part, the calculated IP 

values are within 0.3 cm- 1 of the accepted values, which 

demonstrate the accuracy of the calibration of the absolute 

term energies for each spectra line. Rettke and Welge, 16 

who have done the only other study of the even parity 

Rydberg states, estimated that their term energies were only 

accurate within 0. 7 cm- 1
• 

Parahydroqen 

The two parahydrogen scans that were taken resulted in 

the ion core having final core rotational states of R=0,2,4. 

The ~X R{O) and R{2) transitions were used to prepare the 

molecule in an odd total angular momentum state. When the 

R{O) was employed the Rydberg series achieved have J=0,1,2 

final angular momenta, while the R{2) transition makes it 

possible to access the Rydberg series with J=2,3,4 final 

angular momenta. 

Figures 4.1 through 4.8 show the observed ionization 

and dissociation spectra for B1Iu+<v'=0,J'=l) as the initial 

state, for which there are seven Rydberg series attainable. 

There are two for J=O, {nsO,v=O), and {nd2,v=0), one for 

J=l, {nd2,v=0), and four for J=2, {ns2,v=0), {ndO,v=O), 
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ndO,v=O 
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·185 ·145 -125 

Relative energy (1/cm) .___ _____ _ 

Figure 4.1. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -165 cm-1 and -117 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg state excited from 
B1~· (v=O ,J=1) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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ndO,v = O 

-117 -87 -77 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.2. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -117 cm- 1 and -70 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~/ (v=O, J=1) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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ndO,v=O 

-70 -50 -30 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.3. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -70 cm-1 and -25 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~•(v=0,J=l) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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nd2,v = O 24 25 

ns2,v = O 26 

IP(R = O,v = O) 

·25 -5 15 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.4. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -25 cm-1 and 25 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~·(v=0,J=l) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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Figure 4.5. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 25 cm- 1 and 70 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~· (v=O ,J=l) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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nd2 ,v = O 

70 90 110 . 

Relative Energy {1/cm) 
~~--~~--~----~ ---------

Figure 4.6. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 70 cm- 1 and 120 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~· (v=O ,J=l) as the initial state 
( parahydrogen) . 
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Relative Energy (1/cm) 
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Figure 4.7. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 120 cm-1 and 168 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~+ (v=O, J=1) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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'--------~--
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Figure 4.8. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 168 cm-1 and 213 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~· (v=0,J=1) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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nd2,v=0), and (nd4,v=0). In this series of scans, there are 

only four series identified, which are identified by Rettke 

and Welge as J=2. There are also lines identified from 

states with higher vibrational quantum numbers. Tables 4.1, 

4.2 and 4.3 show the Rydberg states with their corresponding 

energy relative to the (R=O,v=O) ionization limit for the 

ionization and dissociation spectra, respectively. These 

tables also include possible perturbing states from higher 

vibrational series and their state energies. 

The transition to the Rydberg series from B1~·(v=0,J=3) 

as the initial state has 9 possible Rydberg series that can 

be achieved. They are for J=2, (ns2,v=0), (ndO,v=O), 

(nd2,v=0), and nd4,v=0), for J=3, (nd2,v=0), and (nd4,v=0), 

and for J=4, (nd2,v=0), (nd4,v=0), and (ns4,v=0). In this 

series of scans, only 5 Rydberg series are identified. The 

exact value of the total angular momentum of these 

identified series is still in question. This series of 

scans is shown in Figures 4.9 through. 4.12. Tables 4.4, 4.5 

and 4.6 list the identified Rydberg states and possible 

perturbing states with their corresponding energies relative 

to the first IP for parahydrogen. This is the first time 

that Rydberg states from these Rydberg series with J¢2 have 

been observed, or that these perturber states have been 

identified. 
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Table 4.1. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra excited from B1~+(v=0,J=1) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

ns2 ndO nd2 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

29 -132.05 
36 -84.94 
37 -80.71 
38 -76.77 

21 -76.19 
39 
40 -67.26 
41 -65.84 
42 -62.66 
43 -59.72 
44 -56.95 
45 -54.62 
48 -48.02 
49 -46.18 
50 -44.39 
51 -42.68 
52 -41.07 
53 -39.50 
54 -38.13 
55 -36.71 
56 -35.63 
57 -34.41 
58 -32.89 
59 -32.01 
60 -30.93 
61 -29.96 
62 -29.07 
63 -28.05 

24 -17.24 
-15.33 
-4.27 

25 -2.46 
26 -0.50 

8s1:I + (v=l) 4.77 
g 

9.38 4s1:I/ (v=6) 
26 10.93 

14 11.59 
27 21.00 

5d1:I9 , ll'v=2) 27.32 
28 34.07 
29 42.79 

30 44.16 
30 51.48 

31 52.81 
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Table 4.2. Term energies for the Rydberg states from the 
ionization spectra excited from B1~· (v=O, J=1) as the initial 
state. 

Final States 

ns2 ndO nd2 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

32 60.20 
( ? ) 60.01 

5s1I.c/ (v=3) 62.55 
( ? ) 63.09 

32 65.78 
33 66.56 

( ? ) 67.32 
15 69.35 

33 72.52 
34 78.83 
35 83.57 

(?) 84.75 
( ? ) 85.14 

36 89.20 
37 93.66 
38 97.61 
39 101.43 
40 104.90 
41 108.28 
42 111.56 

7d1I.9 • ,n- <v=1) 112.39 
( ? ) 112.98 

43 113.96 
44 117.24 

2~ 1~9• {v=2) 174125 
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Table 4.3. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the dissociation spectra excited from B1~,/ (v=O I J=1) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

ns2 ndO nd2 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

5d1l:g+ In- ( v=2) -138.61 
29 -131.95 

( ? ) -130.44 
20 -127.31 

30 -122.61 
31 -114.81 
32 -108.21 

20 -102.91 
21 -98.38 

34 -95.59 
( ? ) -91.94 

35 -89.86 
36 -84.93 
37 -79.82 

13 -77.63 
21 -75.63 

7d1l:
9
+·n- <v=1) -53.39 

46 -51.79 
47 -50.39 

28 34.02 
31 52.76 

31 59.17 
32 60.20 

( ? ) 62.35 
5s1l:

9
+ (v=3) 62.90 

33 66.56 
( ? ) 67.29 

33 72.52 
35 83.97 

( ? ) 112.44 
{ ? l 112.~a 
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nd2 ,v = O 20 

ns2 ,v = O 20 

·188 -179 ·159 ·139 ·119 -89 -79 

Relative Energy (1/cm) L________________ --------------

Figure 4.9. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -199 c~1 and -57 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~/ (v=O ,J=3) as the initial state 
( parahydrogen) . 
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nd2,v= O 1.,4 I 
IP(R = 0 .: - 0) 

-57 -37 -17 3 23 43 83 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 
~--------------~~ 

Figure 4.10. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -57 cm-1 and 83 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~· (v=O ,J=3) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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nd2,v=O 140 I IP(R = O,v = O) 

83 103 123 143 183 183 203 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.11. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 83 cm-1 and 220 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~+(v=0,J=3) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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220 240 280 280 300 320 340 
Relative Energy (1/cm) 

~--------------

Figure 4.12. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 220 cm- 1 and 345 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1:t/ (v=O, J=3) as the initial state 
(parahydrogen) . 
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Table 4.4. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra excited from B1I.u• (v=O, J=3) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

ns2 nd2 ns4 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

19 -130.40 
20 -101.03 

( ? ) -85.54 
21 -77.70 

21 -77.05 
22 -74.28 

( ? ) -64.16 
22 -53.95 

23 -53.04 
22 -50.43 

23 -33.98 
23 -32.16 

24 -17.15 
24 -15.45 

25 -1.88 
25 -0.45 

26 11.17 
26 12.61 

27 23.13 
27 24.45 

28 33.42 
28 34.40 

29 42.72 
29 43.54 

30 51.20 
30 52.02 

31 58.70 
31 59.85 

5s1l: • (v=3) 62.13 g 
66.38 32 

33 72.90 
35 83.83 

36 85.27 
36 87.75 
37 93.62 
38 97.93 
39 101.58 
40 105.10 
41 108.36 
42 111.37 

7d11:
9

• ,n- (v=1) 112.54 
43 114.24 

( ? ) 115.81 
44 116.60 
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Table 4.5. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra from B1~· (v=O, J=3) as the initial 
state. 

Final States 

ns2 nd2 ns4 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

45 119.07 
46 121.41 
47 123.50 
48 125.60 
49 127.42 
50 129.38 
51 131.07 

( ? ) 132.25 
52 132.90 
53 133.95 
54 135.38 
55 136.29 
56 138.00 
57 139.29 
58 140.47 
60 142.04 
61 143.73 
62 144.52 

( ? ) 145.69 
17 173.34 

6s 1l:9 • (v=2) 174.82 
( ? ) 192.18 
( ? ) 193.78 
( ? ) 233.63 
( ? ) 235.34 
( ? ) 236.03 

20 256.24 
( ? ) 268.18 
( ? ) 269.83 
( ? ) 273.72 
( ? ) 289.64 
( ? ) 298.32 
( ? ) 318.53 
( ? ) 323.09 

' ? l 
~42.4Q 
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Table 4.6. Term energies for the the observed Rydberg 
states from the dissociation spectra excited from 
B1~· (v=O, J=3) as the initial state. 

Final States 

ns2 nd2 ns4 nd4 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

( ? ) -199.16 
( ? ) -198.24 
( ? ) -191.96 
( ? ) -185.91 

5s1I:9 • (v=3) -182.48 
18 -180.65 

( ? ) -173.35 
( ? ) -172.66 

18 -167.41 
5d1I:9 • ,n- (v=1) -138.29 

19 -131.70 
20 -127.13 

20 -102.83 
21 -98.42 

13 -92.39 
( ? ) -90.27 
( ? ) -79.82 

21 -77.87 
23 -52.13 

( ? ) -50.69 
23 -34.64 

26 14 6s 1I:9• (v=2) -0.18 
26 10.65 
27 22.98 
28 33.10 
29 42.23 
30 50.88 
31 58.71 

32 59.85 
( ? ) 62.21 

32 66.22 
33 72.57 
35 83.31 

36 84.74 
36 87.61 

7d1I: + 1 n- (v:1) 112.54 
g 

131.20 17 
53 132.90 

20 256.36 
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Orthohydrogen 

Orthohydrogen, which has Rydberg series that converge 

to the core rotational states R=1,3, was produced by two 

scans from the intermediate B-state. To prepare the 

molecule in an intermediate even total angular momentum 

state so that orthohydrogen can be studied, two different 

transitions to the B-state are used. The P(1) transition is 

used so Rydberg series that have a total angular momentum of 

J=1 are observed. Rydberg series with a final total angular 

momentum J=1,2,3 are produced utilizing the R(1) transition. 

There are 3 possible Rydberg series that be can 

achieved from the initial state B1~·(v=0,J=0). They are for 

J=1, (ns1,v=0), (nd1,v=0), and (nd3,v=0), where only the 

second two are observed. This series of scans is shown in 

Figures 4.13 through 4.17. A list of identified Rydberg 

states and possible perturbing states along with their state 

energies relative to the (R=1,v=0) ionization limit are 

shown in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. 

There are 6 Rydberg series that can be reached from 

B1~•(v=0,J=2) as the initial state. They are for J=1, 

(ns1,v=0), (nd1,v=0), (nd3,v=0), for J=2, (nd1,v=0), and 

(nd3,v=0), for J=3, (nd3,v=0). This series of scans 1s 

shown in Figures 4.18 to 4.20. Tables 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 

list the observed Rydberg states along with the possible 

perturber states and their respective state energies 

relative to the first IP for orthohydrogen. These high 
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ndl ,v= o 

-148 -128 -108 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 
~------------ ~~--~------------

Figure 4.13. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -146 cm- 1 and -94 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B 1l:u• {v=O,J=O) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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135 
nd l.v = O 

-84 -74 -54 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.14. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -94 cm-1 and -39 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~·(v=0,J=0) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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-38 

nd3,v = O 

55 
ndl,v= O 60 

20 

IP(R = 1 ,v = O) 

-18 1 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.15. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -39 cm- 1 and 1 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~·(v=0,J=0) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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121 
nd3 ,v = O 

1 21 41 

'-----------
Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.16. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 1 cm-1 and 61 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~· (v=O ,J=O) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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81 81 101 

c___ _____ _ Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.17. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 61 crn-1 and 116 
crn-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~·(v=0,J=0) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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Table 4.7. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra excited from B1Iu•<v=0,J=0) as 
the initial state. 

nd1 nd3 

35 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 

20 

21 
22 
23 

Final States 

perturber 

( ? ) 
( ? ) 
( ? ) 
( ? ) 

( ? ) 
( ? ) 

86 

-90.17 
-76.93 
-73.03 
-69.43 
-66.00 
-63.09 
-60.07 
-57.38 
-54.98 
-52.42 
-50.36 
-48.25 
-46.42 
-39.74 
-38.48 
-37.00 
-35.63 
-34.43 
-33.23 
-32.26 
-31.23 
-30.26 
-18.10 
-13.99 
-5.76 
4.88 
7.97 

37.23 
58.58 
61.57 
62.20 



Table 4.8. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the dissociation spectra excited from B1~·(v=0,J=0) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

nd1 nd3 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

16 5diT (v=2) -143.83 
28 -139.26 
29 -131.44 
30 -123.16 
31 -145.30 
32 -108.25 
33 -101.99 
34 -97.05 

17 -92.88 
35 -90.11 
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nd 1 ,v = O 

·288 -248 ·228 ·208 ·188 -188 ·148 -128 

Relative Energy (1/cm) 
~----~------ ------

Figure 4.18. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -266 cm- 1 and -122 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1l:u• (v=O ,J=2) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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nd3,v = O 19 20 

ndl,v = O 35 40 50 60 

IP(R = l,v= O) 

-122 -102 -82 -82 -42 -22 -2 

.____-~----
Relative Energy (1/cm) 

Figure 4.19. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between -122 cm-1 and 8 
cm-1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~·(v=0,J=2) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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nd 3,v - O 23 25 

23 2 4 

8 28 48 88 88 108 

Relative Energy {1/cm) 
L-----~--

Figure 4.20. Simultaneously acquired spectra of ionization 
and predissociation between 8 cm- 1 and 123 
cm- 1 for the high Rydberg states excited from 
B1~+(v=0,J=2) as the initial state 
( orthohydrogen) . 
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Table 4.9. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra excited from 81~· (v=O, J=2) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

nsl ndl ns3 nd3 perturber ( cm- 1 ) 

27 -151.39 
28 -142.65 

29 -140.69 
( ? ) -135.08 

29 -131.55 
30 -122.48 
31 -115.18 
32 -107.87 
33 -101.47 
34 -95.65 
35 -90.29 
36 -85.26 
37 -80.69 
38 -76.35 
39 -72.47 
40 -69.04 
41 -65.73 
42 -62.76 
43 -60.02 
44 -57.35 
45 -55.06 
46 19 -52.78 
47 -50.38 
48 -47.30 
49 -45.36 
50 -43.76 
51 -42.16 
52 -40.68 
53 -39.31 
54 -37.93 
55 -36.79 
56 -35.53 
57 -34.28 
58 -32.91 
59 -32.11 
60 -30.97 
61 -30.06 
62 -29.25 
63 -28.23 
64 -27.43 

20 -18.86 
(?) -17.38 

21 -13.15 
21 12.46 
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Table 4.10. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the ionization spectra excited from B1Iu•(v=0,J=2) as 
the initial state. 

Final States (Ionization) 

ns1 nd1 ns3 nd3 perturber ( cm-1 ) 

( ? ) 13.44 
22 16.08 

( ? ) 19.21 
( ? ) 28.81 

22 36.56 
23 38.50 

(?) 50.83 
23 57.16 

24 59.15 
( ? ) 61.50 

24 79.69 
25 95.61 
26 110.75 
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Table 4.11. Term energies for the observed Rydberg states 
from the dissociation spectra excited from B1~· (v=O, J=2) as 
the initial state. 

Final States 

ns1 nd1 ns3 nd3 perturber ( cm-1 ) 

( ? ) -263.56 
21 -250.84 
22 -228.00 
23 -209.44 

( ? ) -203.36 
4s 1l:g • (v=6) -197.66 

24 -192.27 
25 -178.02 

26 -175.40 
16 -169.53 

26 -163.53 
( ? ) -144.08 

29 -129.73 
33 -101.93 
34 -96.22 

18 -92.80 
36 -85.49 

7d1l:9• ,n- (v=1) -63.56 
( ? ) -16.35 
( ? ) 11.41 

22 15.98 
6s 1l: • (v=2) 18.72 g 

28.77 ( ? ) 
( ? ) 61.53 
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lying Rydberg states with J=l and the perturber states are 

being identified for the first time. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Previously, only one study has investigated the 

dynamics of the even parity Rydberg states of H2 , 16 and this 

study was limited by the lack of differentiation between the 

ionization and dissociation byproducts. The dynamics of s 

and d Rydberg states of molecular hydrogen have never been 

studied by direct observation of H(n=2) and H2•, which are 

byproducts of dissociation and ionization, respectively. 

Direct knowledge about the excited state decay dynamics can 

be obtained by examining these spectra. These dynamic 

behaviors are due to intramolecular couplings between states 

of similar symmetry. Within certain energy regions on the 

various series of scans, the autoionization and 

predissociation rates of particular Rydberg states are 

noticeably affected by coupling directly or indirectly to a 

continuum structure. 

In this paper, I have tried to identify the perturbing 

states that are coupled to a continuum and causing any 

noticable change in either the dissociation or ionization 

rates. These perturbing states are below n=9, so Hund's 

case b coupling is used to describe their state. The 

identified perturbing states are listed in the ionization 

tables. Only the more interesting dynamical behaviors that 

are observed in the spectra will be described in detail. 
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Within each series of scans there are perturbers that have 

not been identified. In general, the dynamics can be viewed 

by studying the observed spectra. Any observed dissociation 

lines are states that are predissociating and thus the 

series line is being affected by a dissociation continuum 

via a perturbing state that has similar quantum symmetries. 

Above the first ionization limit in each series of scans the 

ionization lines start to exhibit line broadening due to 

autoionization caused by mixing of the discrete states with 

an ionization continuum. In particular cases, a perturber 

state causes the series line to ionize at a much greater 

rate, causing increased broadening. 

In some cases, an absolute determination of the exact 

designation of the perturbing state cannot be given without 

a detailed MQDT analysis. By using one photon selection 

rules for the electronic excitation of an electron coupled 

to the core of a homonuclear molecule, an educated guess is 

made about the perturbing state. Some of the more 

interesting aspects of the dynamics now need to be described 

~n more detail. 

For the excitation of parahydrogen into the Rydberg 

series from the B1Iu•(v=0,J=1) as the initial state there are 

a few interesting perturbers that influence some of the high 

lying states. In Figure 4 .1 at -142 cm-1 the 5d ei.9+ or n-) 

(v=2,J=2) state acts as a perturber that strongly couples a 

dissociation continuum to the Rydberg series. The effect of 
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this state is seen directly in the dissociation spectra 

which shows a breadline with a symmetrical profile between 

about -155 cm- 1 and -125 cm-1. Also, the dissociation 

rates for the v=O Rydberg states from n=29 to n=35 are 

affected by this perturber. Notice how only the (33d0,v=0) 

state is apparent in ionization. The perturber state 

couples the continuum so strongly to the Rydberg series that 

field ionization of these Rydberg states does not occur, 

except in the one instance. These states predissociate so 

rapidly that they have decayed before the field ionization 

pulse. On Figure 4.3, the 7d( 1~9• or n-) (v=l,J=2) perturber 

state is causing the (46 and 47d0,v=0) Rydberg states to 

predissociate. This perturber state also appears in the 

dissociation spectra at -53.0 cm- 1 • 

The excitation from the initial B1~·(v=0,J=3) state for 

parahydrogen into the Rydberg series also demonstrates some 

interesting dynamics. First, an apology must be offered for 

the cross talk between the dissociation and ionization 

channels at the lower end of the scan, which is caused by an 

overshoot by the amplification from the dissociation signal. 

The dissociation signal is extended in time such that it 

overlaps with the ionization gate, thus causing the 

ionization channel to collect a false signal. 

In this series of scans, it is interesting to note that 

the one (R=O,v=O) Rydberg series (ndO,v=O) (J=2) that 

converges to the (R=O,v=O) ionization limit does not appear 
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because of its weak oscillator strength. But the ionization 

continuum structure for this series does have an effect on 

the (nd2,v=0) Rydberg series. The 480 V/cm electric field 

used means that only Rydberg states above n=28 can be field 

ionized, but on Figures 4.9 and 4.10 the Rydberg states from 

(19d2,v=0) to (27d2,v=0) appear in ionization. The n=26,and 

27 can be explained by autoionization through coupling with 

the first IP, since they are energetically above this limit. 

The n=19 through n=25 are all energetically below this limit 

so this argument would not seem to apply, but because there 

is an energy shift of about -130 cm- 1 in the IP due to the 

electric field, these states are also autoionized. This 

process is known as forced autoionization and the shift in 

energy is by a factor of -2{; in atomic units, where F is 

the electric field strength. 

In the (nd2,v=0) Rydberg series from n=21 to n=30 there 

are two ionization peaks for each state. This is because 

there are two (nd2,v=0) Rydberg series appearing with 

different total angular momenta. Above n=28 these lines are 

due to field ionization, but below n=28 these lines are 

produced by forced autoionization through the (ndO,v=O) 

ionization continuum. This is an obvious explanation for 

the (nd2,v=0) J=2 series, but the perturbation selection 

rule AJ=O dictates that only the (nd2,v=0) J=2 Rydberg 

series can be autoionized. An explanation for this second 

(nd2,v=0) series is that the J states are mixed during the 
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field pulse. When the electric field is on, J is no longer 

a good quantum number because of Stark mixing of the J 

states. So there is some (nd2,v=0) J=2 mixed with the 

(nd2,v=0) J=3 state and the (nd2,v=0) J=3 series is 

autoionized. 

The perturber states 6s1:t9• (v=2, J=2), 8s1:t
9

• (v=1, J=2), 

and 5s1:t9•(v=3,J=4) on Figure 4.10 are strongly coupled to a 

dissociation continuum and are causing the (26d2,v=0) 

through (33d2,v=0) Rydberg states to predissociate and cause 

the ionization yields of these states to become smaller. It 

is interesting to note that only the (nd2,v=0) J=2 states 

are predissociating. The (nd2,v=0) J=3 series cannot 

predissociate because of the AJ=O perturbation selection 

rule dictates that a J=2 perturber cannot mix with it. 

Above the (R=2,v=0) IP on Figure 4.12 there are numerous 

ionization and a few dissociation lines that have not been 

identified. This is because in the energy region there are 

many Rydberg series and continuum structures that overlap. 

To identify lines in this region a more powerful analytic 

tool is needed, namely a multi-channel quantum defect theory 

(MQDT) approach. 

In the case of orthohydrogen there are two scans taken 

from two different initial states. The excitation from the 

B1Iu•(v=0,J=0) state into the s and d Rydberg series is 

relatively uninteresting compared to the other scans, 

because there are only two Rydberg series that are observed 
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and these can only be perturbed by vibrational states from 

ndn-(v,J=1) Rydberg series. The selection rules for Hund•s 

case b coupling dictate that only states from ndn-

(v=1,2, ... ,J=1) series can arise and couple high lying 

(nd1,v=0) states to a continuum. In Figure 4.13, the sdn

(v=2,J=1) state is coupling this region to a dissociation 

continuum and influencing both the dissociation and 

ionization rates of the (nd1,v=0) series states. 

The excitation from 1Bu•<v=0,J=2) as the initial state 

has a series of scans that exhibit some interesting 

dissociation and ionization features. In Figure 4.18, there 

are three dissociation peaks side by side between -206 cm- 1 

and -186 cm-1
• The peak at -191.6 cm- 1 is the (24d1,v=0) 

state. The line in the middle at -196.98 cm- 1 is identified 

as the 4s 1~9·(v=6,J=1) state. The other line is not 

identified. This three headed beast is an interesting 

feature, which is due to a complex resonance that needs to 

be analyzed using MQDT. At -62.88 cm- 1 the 7dn-(v=1,J=1,2) 

state shows up in dissociation as a broad line, but has 

little effect on coupling the (nd1,v=0) Rydberg series to a 

dissociation continuum. The (33, 34, 36 d1,v=0) states are 

predissociated, but their ionization yields are not 

influenced. This indicates that the oscillator strengths of 

these Rydberg states are not very large and that the 

perturbing state that is causing the predissociation is not 

coupling these states strongly to a dissociation continuum. 
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Above the (R=1,v=0) IP the (nd3,v=0) states are noticeably 

broadened through autoionization, but the designation of 

these states by the Rydberg formula is not exact, so a 

multi-channel quantum defect approach is needed. 

These observations serve to illustrate the complex 

interstate perturbations that govern the decay of excited 

Rydberg states. Direct observation of dynamical behavior 

such as we have done in this experiment should serve as 

both a motivation for, and a stringent test of, MQDT theory 

of even parity Rydberg states of H2 • 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

In this experiment, molecular hydrogen is excited by 

two one-photon excitations to high lying singlet s and d 

Rydberg states. The state energies have been measured with 

an accuracy of 0.3 cm- 1
• The byproducts of dissociation and 

ionization are detected separately so that the dynamics of 

the even parity states of H2 can be studied directly for the 

first time. For both ortho and parahydrogen, the dynamic 

processes and their suspected perturbers are identified. 

These perturbers are from rovibrational Rydberg series with 

larger vibrational and/or rotational states, which converge 

to higher core-excited states. The excitations from the 

B1~·(v=0,J=0,1} initial states have been studied with a 

single ion detection scheme by Rettke and Welge, 16 such that 

they have identified a number of the Rydberg states and 

measured their states energies with an accuracy of 0.7 cm-1
• 

By simultaneously and separately detecting atomic and 

molecular ions, we have separately detected the byproducts 

of autoionization and predissociation, identified new 

perturber states, and improved on the accuracy of the 

measured state energies. 

The series of scans utilizing B1~·(v=0,J=2,3) initial 

states for the excitations to the s and d Rydberg states is 

done for the first time. A number of high lying states from 
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J=l,2,3,4 Rydberg series are identified. The state energies 

are measured with an accuracy of 0.3 cm-1 • There are a 

number of perturbing states that are also identified. These 

scans are noticeably more complicated than the other two 

scans, particularly above the first ionization limit. There 

are some interesting dynamics that should be tested against 

the theory for this, the simplest of molecules. A MQDT 

analysis of these results, including the excited state 

dynamics, is needed so that these spectra can be better 

understood. 

Also, there are some noticeable problems with this set 

of data. For instance there is the cross talk between the 

two ion detection channels for the higher J value Rydberg 

series scans. Also, the VUV generation was not optimized, 

so in some cases the induced resonances did not have the 

desired intensities. Both of these problem can be 

corrected, and better data can be collected. The cross talk 

can be eliminated with true amplification of the signal, and 

the a higher intensity of VUV generated by the addition of 

argon into the krypton tripling cell. 
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